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Abstract
A remarkable and much cited result of Bram [J. Bram, Subnormal operators, Duke Math. J. 22 (1955)
75–94] shows that a star-cyclic bounded normal operator in a separable Hilbert space has a cyclic vector.
If, in addition, the operator is multiplication by the variable in a space L2(m) (not only unitarily equivalent
to it), then it has a cyclic vector in L∞(m). We extend Bram’s result to the case of a general unbounded
normal operator, implying by this that the (classical) multiplicity and the multicyclicity of the operator
(cf. [N.K. Nikolski, Operators, Functions and Systems: An Easy Reading, vol. 2, Math. Surveys Monogr.,
vol. 93, Amer. Math. Soc., Providence, 2002]) coincide. It follows that if m is a sigma-finite Borel measure
on C (possibly with noncompact support), then there is a nonnegative finite Borel measure τ equivalent
to m and such that L2(C, τ ) is the norm-closure of the polynomials in z.
© 2009 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
In 1955 J. Bram [2] studied bounded subnormal and cyclic normal operators, and obtained
a remarkable result which showed also an interesting connection to the theory of polynomial
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1656 B. Nagy / Journal of Functional Analysis 257 (2009) 1655–1665approximation in the space L2. His results have been widely applied on these areas (cf., e.g., [4])
and also in the theory of spectral multiplicities of bounded normal operators (see, e.g., [15,16]).
The aim of this paper is to show that Bram’s basic result can be extended to the case of un-
bounded operators with the “side effect” of extending the mentioned connection (see, e.g., [18])
to polynomial approximation in the space L2(C) in noncompact domains. Though the proof is an
extension of Bram’s method, we believe that the extension is far from trivial. A serious technical
problem is how a key application of a classical result of Lavrentev (a special case of a famous re-
sult of Mergelyan, see, e.g., [8, Theorems II.8.7 and 9.1]) on uniform polynomial approximation
on compact domains can be used under the more general conditions, a second one is how we can
dispense with the continuity of linear operators in the unbounded case.
It may be interesting to recall that classical results on polynomial approximation in
Bergman spaces L2a(G) (with the [sigma-finite] area measure, cf. e.g., Mergelyan [11] and
Dzhrbashyan [6], or see some recent results in [1]) often restricted the basic domain in C or
introduced and used weight functions. Both approaches (under clearly different circumstances)
may be regarded as possibly pointing toward a general type of result as our Corollary 1 to Theo-
rem 3.1.
2. Terminology and notation
Let X denote a separable Hilbert space over C, and let N denote a (possibly unbounded)
normal linear operator in X, i.e. N be closed, densely defined and satisfy N∗N = NN∗ (together
with its adjoint N∗). Let E denote its resolution of the identity (the unique orthogonal projection-
valued measure defined on the Borel sets of C, for which N = ∫C zE(dz)). A scalar-valued
spectral measure m for N is a nonnegative [finite] measure on the spectrum σ(N) of N such
that m(b) = 0 if and only if E(b) = 0, i.e. m and E are mutually absolutely continuous, in other
words: they are equivalent, in sign: m ≡ E.
A vector v ∈ X is a star-cyclic vector for N if for all nonnegative integers j , k the domains
of definition D(N∗jNk) contain v, and the closed linear span of the vectors (N∗jNkv; j, k  0)
is all of X. A vector v is (simply) cyclic if these conditions hold when we fix j := 0. It is known
(see, e.g., [5, p. 333]) that if m is a finite nonnegative Borel measure on C such that every poly-
nomial in z and z (its conjugate) belongs to X = L2(C,m), and Nmf := zf for f in the maximal
possible domain in X, then Nm is a normal operator and the identically 1 function is a star-cyclic
vector for it. In the converse direction: if N is any normal operator with a star-cyclic vector v,
then there are a finite nonnegative Borel measure m on C such that every polynomial in z and z
belongs to L2(C,m) and a unitary operator mapping v onto 1 and satisfying UNU−1 = Nm.
Hence, with clear notation, Nm is unitarily equivalent to Nτ if and only if m ≡ τ .
The (classical) multiplicity of an unbounded normal operator can be defined in a number of
equivalent ways. It originates in the papers of Friedrichs [7], Wecken [19] and Nakano [12,13]
and modern recapitulations and versions can be found in the general (nonseparable) case in
Halmos [9], A. Brown [3] and Plessner [17]. We shall essentially use the von Neumann model
of a normal operator N (cf. e.g., [16, p. 243]), which makes use of the fact that N is unitarily
equivalent to the (unbounded) multiplication operator M :f → zf (z) on a vector valued L2
space Y defined by the direct integral
Y :=
∫
⊕X(z) ν(dz) ≡ {g ∈ L2[σ(N), ν,X]: g(z) ∈ X(z) ν-a.e.},
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is a measurable family of subspaces in X. The function d(N, z) := dimX(z) is called the local
spectral multiplicity function of N . The (classical, global) multiplicity d(N) of N is defined as
d(N) := ν- ess.sup.{d(N, z): z ∈ C} ∈ N ∪ {∞}.
The multicyclicity of a bounded operator has been defined and used by a number of writers
(see, e.g., [10,14,16]). Its natural extension for an unbounded normal operator T is as follows:
define the family of T -cyclic subspaces by
Cyc(T ) :=
{
C ⊂
∞⋂
k=1
D
(
T k
)
: span
[
T nC: n = 0,1,2, . . .]= X
}
(here span denotes closed linear hull) and its multicyclicity by
μ(T ) := inf{dimC: C ∈ Cyc(T )} ∈ N ∪ {∞}.
It is clear that for an unbounded normal operator N the global multiplicity d(N) is 1 if and only
if N is unitarily equivalent to Nm, where m is a scalar-valued spectral measure for N or, equiv-
alently, N has a star-cyclic vector s such that the unique (orthogonally) N -reducing subspace
containing s is X. On the other hand, its multicyclicity μ(N) is 1 if and only if N has a cyclic
vector c such that the unique N -invariant subspace containing c is X. Hence μ(N) = 1 implies
d(N) = 1. Our main result (Theorem 3.1) proves that the converse is valid also for an unbounded
normal N : a star-cyclic N is cyclic.
3. A star-cyclic N is cyclic
Theorem 3.1. Let N be a (possibly unbounded) normal operator in the complex Hilbert space X
with (classical) multiplicity d(N) = 1 and with a scalar spectral measure m. Then there is a non-
negative Borel measure σ on C equivalent to m and such that P2(σ ) = L2(σ ), i.e. the closure of
the complex polynomials in L2(σ ) is the whole space. It follows that the multicyclicity μ(N) of
the operator N is 1. If N = Nm, there is a cyclic vector γ for N in L∞(m).
Proof. It is a modification and development of the proof of Bram [2, Lemma 6 and Theorem 6].
Since N is unitarily equivalent to Nm, we can and shall assume that N = Nm. Let C(1) be the
closed unit disk in C, and let
C(j) := {z ∈ C: j − 1 < |z| j} (j = 2,3, . . .).
Consider the restriction N(j) := N |E[C(j)]X of the normal operator N to the indicated sub-
space (here E is its resolution of the identity). N(j) is the bounded normal operator of mul-
tiplication by the variable z in the Hilbert space L2[C(j) ∩ σ(N),m(j)], where m(j) is the
restriction of m to C(j) ∩ σ(N). At first we modify a construction of Bram [2] with respect to
the annulus C(j) (with interior I (j)) so that it be connected in a certain way to a corresponding
construction in the annulus C(j + 1) (with interior I (j + 1), and with respect to the restriction
N(j + 1)). We warn the reader that in the next paragraphs (almost) everything will depend on
the positive integer j , though we shall denote it explicitly so only in the necessary cases.
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z1 ∈ I (j), z2 ∈ I (j) ∪ I (j + 1); zm = ρmeiφm (0 ρm, 0 φm < 2π) (m = 1,2)
are their exponential representations. The path
z(t) := [ρ1 + t (ρ2 − ρ1)]ei[φ1+t (φ2−φ1)] (0 t  1)
connects z1 to z2 (within I (j) if z2 ∈ I (j)). Fixing z1, z2, define now oriented (curvilinear)
quadrangles (z1, z2, z3, z4) as follows: assume first that ρ1 = ρ2 =: ρ, φ1 < φ2. Then let z3 :=
(ρ + h)eiφ2 , z4 := (ρ + h)eiφ1 for h > 0 sufficiently small, and define similarly if ρ1 = ρ2 =: ρ,
φ1 > φ2. The (oriented) paths connecting z2 to z3, then z3 to z4, then z4 to z1 shall be all of the
type z(t) above.
Assume now that ρ1 < ρ2, φ1  φ2, and let z3 := ρ2ei(φ2+h), z4 := ρ1ei(φ1+h) for h > 0
sufficiently small, and define similarly if ρ1 < ρ2, φ1 > φ2. The (oriented) boundary paths shall
be again as before.
Finally, if ρ1 > ρ2, then proceed exactly as in the preceding paragraph. For short, we shall
call all types of the defined quadrangles simply (oriented) quadrangles.
Let R(j) := {r(j)n ≡ rn: n ∈ N} be a countable dense subset of I (j) that contains no atoms
of the measure m(j); hence m[R(j)] = 0. For each k ∈ N and rn ∈ R(j) let D(j ; k,n) be
an open disk in I (j) with center rn such that m[D(j ; k,n)] < 1/(k2n), and let D(j ; k) :=⋃∞
n=1 D(j ; k,n). Then D(j ; k) ⊂ I (j) is open, contains R(j), and m[D(j ; k)] < 1/k.
Let T (j ; k,n) be a nonvoid open oriented quadrangle (as above) with r(j)n, r(j)n+1 as two
fixed endpoints of one of its (oriented) sides, and such that m[T (j ; k,n)] < 1/(k2n). Note that
this is possible, because the intersection of all open oriented quadrangles with one oriented side
[rn, rn+1] is void. Let T (j ; k) := ⋃∞n=1 T (j ; k,n). Finally, connect the point r(j)1 ∈ I (j) to
r(j + 1)1 ∈ I (j + 1), and form an open oriented quadrangle S(j ; k) := (r(j)1, r(j + 1)1, a, b)
(depending on the situation of the first two points as above) with sufficiently small positive
ρ = ρ(k) such that the m-measure of the open quadrangle S(j ; k) be < 1/k. Define now
U(j ; k) := D(j ; k) ∪ T (j ; k) ∪ S(j ; k).
Then U(j ; k) ⊂ I (j) ∪ S(j ; k), and m[U(j ; k)] < 3/k. By induction on k we see that the con-
struction above can be made so that for each k we have U(j ; k + 1) ⊂ U(j ; k), and these sets are
open and connected.
Define now
V (n; k) :=
n⋃
j=1
U(j ; k).
Then V (n; k) is an open connected subset of the disk d(n + 1) :=⋃n+1j=1 C(j), and V (n; k) ⊂
d(n) ∪ S(n; k). Let
F(n; k) := d(n) \ V (n; k).
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V (n; k). Further,
n⋃
j=1
R(j) ⊂ V (n; k) ∩ d(n) ⊂ F(n; k)c ∩ d(n),
and the left-hand side union is dense in d(n). Hence the interior of F(n; k) is empty. By
Lavrentev’s theorem [8, Theorem II.8.7], each continuous complex function on F(n; k) can be
uniformly approximated by polynomials. By its definition, we also have
m
[
d(n)
]
m
[
F(n; k)]> m[d(n)]− 3n/k. (1)
Since the sequence of the open sets {U(j ; k): k ∈ N} is decreasing, so is the sequence
{V (n; k): k ∈ N}. Hence the sequence {F(n; k): k ∈ N} is increasing, and
lim
k→∞m
[
F(n, k)
]= m[d(n)].
The sequence {F(n; k): n ∈ N} is also increasing. Indeed,
F(n + 1; k) = [d(n) ∪ C(n + 1)]∩
[
n⋂
j=1
U(j ; k)c ∩ U(n + 1; k)c
]
= [F(n; k) ∩ U(n + 1; k)c]∪
[
C(n + 1) ∩
n+1⋂
j=1
U(j ; k)c
]
.
Here we have
U(n + 1; k)c ⊃ I (n + 1)c ∩ S(n + 1; k)c ⊃ d(n),
which implies
F(n + 1; k) ⊃ F(n; k) ∩ d(n) = F(n; k).
Consider the inequalities (1), the increasing sequence {k(n) := 3n2: n ∈ N}, and for each n ∈ N
define F(n) := F(n; k(n)). Then the sequence {F(n): n ∈ N} is increasing, and for each n we
have
m
[
d(n)
]
m
[
F(n)
]
> m
[
d(n)
]− 1/n.
Let F :=⋃∞n=1 F(n), and define D := C \ F . Then we obtain
m(C)m(F)m(C), hence m(D) = 0.
Recall that each F(n) is compact, has void interior, and does not separate the plane.
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we can find a polynomial pn such that∣∣pn(z) − f (z)∣∣< 1/n (z ∈ F(n)).
Let
M := max
z∈C
|z|e−|z|, Mn := max
z∈C
∣∣pn(z)∣∣e−|z| (n ∈ N).
Further, let {Bn: n ∈ N} be an increasing sequence of reals such that for every n we have
Bn max[Mn,1]. Define the function
h0(z) := 1
[
z ∈ F(1)], := 1/Bn [z ∈ F(n + 1) \ F(n), n 1], := 0 [z ∈ D],
and let h(z) := h0(z)e−|z|. Then h is defined on all of C, is bounded and Borel measurable, and
is positive m-almost everywhere on C. For every Borel set b ⊂ C let
ν(b) :=
∫
b
h2(z)m(dz).
Then ν is a finite positive Borel measure on C with Radon–Nikodym derivative dν/dm = h2.
Since it is positive m-a.e., ν is equivalent to m (see, e.g., [9, Theorem 47.2, p. 78]). Let P denote
the set of all polynomials, and note that for every p ∈ P we have
‖p‖2
L2(C,ν) ≡
∫
C
∣∣p(z)∣∣2e−2|z|h20(z)m(dz) < ∞,
i.e., P ⊂ L2(C, ν). We see similarly that f ∈ L2(C, ν).
We show that
‖pn − f ‖2L2(C,ν) ≡
∫
C
∣∣pn(z) − z∣∣2h2(z)m(dz) → 0 (n → ∞). (2)
For every n ∈ N the left-hand side is equal to
∫
F(n)
∣∣pn(z) − z∣∣2h2(z)m(dz) +
∫
C\F(n)
∣∣pn(z) − z∣∣2h2(z)m(dz) < ν[F(n)]/(n2)+ ‖pn − f ‖2,
where the last norm denotes (from now on till the end of this paragraph) the norm in the space
L2(C \ F(n), ν). It follows that
∫ ∣∣pn(z) − z∣∣2h2(z)m(dz) < ν(C)/(n2)+ [‖pn‖ + ‖f ‖]2.
C
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‖pn‖2 =
∫
C\F(n)
∣∣pn(z)∣∣2h(z)2 m(dz)M2n
∫
C\F(n)
h0(z)
2 m(dz).
For every z in the last domain of integration either z ∈ D, hence h0(z) = 0, or z ∈ F(p+1)\F(p)
for some p  n, hence h0(z) = 1/Bp  1/Bn. We obtain that
‖pn‖2 m
[
C \ F(n)]→ 0 (n → ∞).
Similarly,
‖f ‖2 =
∫
C\F(n)
|z|2h(z)2 m(dz)M2
∫
C\F(n)
h0(z)
2 m(dz)M2ν0
[
C \ F(n)]→ 0 (n → ∞),
where ν0 is the finite positive Borel measure on C with Radon–Nikodym derivative dν0/dm= h20.
This implies (2).
Let σ denote the finite positive Borel measure on C with Radon–Nikodym derivative
dσ/dν(z) := e−|z|. Since σ  ν, we have P ⊂ L2(C, σ ). Let H 2(σ ) denote the closure of any
set H in L2(σ ) ≡ L2(C, σ ). We show that
zP ⊂ P2(σ ).
Indeed, there is a sequence {pn} ⊂ P converging in L2(ν) to f (z) = z. For every p ∈ P we obtain
∫
C
∣∣zp(z) − pnp(z)∣∣2 dσ =
∫
C
|z − pn|2
∣∣p(z)∣∣2e−|z| dν → 0 (n → ∞),
since the function |p(z)|2e−|z| is bounded on C.
Next we show that
z
[
P2(σ )
]⊂ [zP]2(σ ).
Let x ∈ L2(σ ) [zP]2(σ ), the orthogonal complement of [zP]2(σ ), and let ( , ) denote the usual
inner product in L2(σ ). For every polynomial p ∈ P, then 0 = (x, zp) = (zx,p). It follows that
zx(z) is orthogonal to P2(σ ). Let p2 ∈ P2(σ ). Then we obtain
(x, zp2) = (zx,p2) = 0,
hence x ∈ L2(σ )  z[P2(σ )] as stated.
Thus we have proved that
z
[
P2(σ )
]⊂ [zP]2(σ ) ⊂ P2(σ ).
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i.e.
z
[
P2(σ )
]⊂ [zP]2(σ ) ⊂ P2(σ ).
Indeed, let p2 ∈ P2(σ ) and p ∈ P. Then∫
C
∣∣z[p2(z) − p(z)]∣∣2 dσ =
∫
C
|z|2∣∣p2(z) − p(z)∣∣2 dσ = ‖zp2 − zp‖2σ .
Hence we obtain the first containment relation. The second one is a consequence of the proved
fact that zP ⊂ P2(σ ).
It is well known that x ∈ D(Nσ ) if and only if∫
C
(
1 + |z|2)∣∣x(z)∣∣2 dσ < ∞.
Let Q denote the orthogonal projection of L2(σ ) onto the subspace P2(σ ). Then Qx ∈ D(Nσ )
if and only if ∫
C
(
1 + |z|2)∣∣[Qx](z)∣∣2 dσ < ∞.
Since ‖Qx‖σ  ‖x‖σ , the finiteness of ‖x‖σ implies that of ‖Qx‖σ . Further, the function
z[Qx](z) belongs to z[P2(σ )] ⊂ P2(σ ) ⊂ L2(σ ). Hence ∫C |z|2|[Qx](z)|2 dσ = ‖zQx‖2σ < ∞.
We have proved that the orthogonal projection Q maps the set D(Nσ ) into itself, and its
range P2(σ ) is invariant with respect to the closed normal operator Nσ . We can similarly ob-
tain the same statement for the dual operator N∗σ , which is the operator of multiplication by z.
Hence the subspace P2(σ ) is not only invariant, but also orthogonally reducing for Nσ . By as-
sumption, Nσ is a star-cyclic normal operator for which the identically 1 function is a star-cyclic
vector. Thus the only orthogonally Nσ -reducing subspace containing 1 is
L2(σ ) = P2(σ ).
So we have also proved that for any nonnegative finite Borel measure m in C with possibly
unbounded support there is an equivalent measure σ such that the above equality holds.
Let γ denote the nonnegative square root of the Radon–Nikodym derivative dσ/dm. Then
γ (z) = exp(−3|z|2 )h0(z)  1 m-a.e. and σ -a.e. Hence the function zkγ (z) is in L2(σ ) for ev-
ery k ∈ N0. In other words, Nkσγ ∈ L2(σ ). The statement g ∈ L2(m) is clearly equivalent to∫
C|g/γ |2 dσ < ∞, i.e. to
g/γ ∈ L2(σ ) = P2(σ ).
This implies that for every ε > 0 there is a polynomial p ∈ P such that∫
|g − pγ |2 dm =
∫
|g/γ − p|2 dσ < ε.
C C
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∥∥g − p(N)γ ∥∥2
m
< ε.
This shows that the multicyclicity μ(N) of the operator N is equal to 1, and the function
γ ∈ L∞(m) is a cyclic vector for N . 
Corollary 1. If m is a sigma-finite signed Borel measure on C (possibly with noncompact
support), then there is a nonnegative finite Borel measure τ equivalent to m and such that
L2(C, τ ) = P2(τ ).
Proof. Since m is sigma-finite, we can find a nonnegative finite Borel measure m1 equivalent
to m. Consider then the normal operator Nm1 of multiplication by the variable z in L2(C,m1),
and apply Theorem 3.1. 
Corollary 2. If m is a sigma-finite signed Borel measure on C (possibly with noncompact
support) and f is any complex-valued Borel function on C, then there is a sequence {pn} of
polynomials in z such that pn converges to f m-almost everywhere.
Proof. As in the preceding proof, we can consider again the normal operator N ≡ Nm1 . De-
fine the function g to be 1/|f | where |f |  1, and to be 1 where |f | < 1. Then 0 < g  1,
0 |fg| 1, hence fg ∈ L2(m1). By Theorem 3.1, there is a cyclic vector γ ∈ L∞(m1) for N .
It follows that for any h ∈ L2(m1) the equalities 0 = (Nkγg,h) = (zkγ, gh) for every k ∈ N0
imply gh = 0, hence h = 0 ∈ L2(m1). This shows that γg ∈ L∞(m1) is a cyclic vector for N ,
hence is nonzero m1-a.e. On the other hand, fgγ ∈ L2(m1). Hence there is a sequence {pn} of
polynomials such that ∥∥pn(N)γg − f γg∥∥→ 0 in L2(m1) (n → ∞).
It follows that a subsequence {pnk (z)γ (z)g(z): k ∈ N} converges to f (z)γ (z)g(z) m1-a.e. Since
γg is nonzero m1-a.e., we obtain that {pnk (z): k ∈ N} converges to f (z) m-a.e. 
As a consequence of Theorem 3.1, the proof of the next result can essentially be a repetition of
that in [16, Theorem 2.3.3, p. 244] for the bounded case. We give it here in view of its importance
and for the reader’s convenience.
Theorem 3.2. If N is any (unbounded) normal operator, then its global multiplicity and multi-
cyclicity coincide, i.e.
d(N) = μ(N).
Proof. Let ν denote, as in Section 2, the measure in the direct integral Y . Let k := d(N) ≡
ν-ess.sup.{d(N, z): z ∈ C} < ∞, and let σk := {z ∈ C: d(N, z) = k}. Then ν(σk) > 0 and,
since {X(z): z ∈ C} is a measurable family of subspaces of X, there is an orthonormal basis
{b1(z), . . . , bk(z)} of each X(z) for z ∈ σk such that all functions z → bj (z) (j = 1, . . . , k) are
measurable, and can be continued (as identically 0) to all of C\σk . Assume that C ∈ Cyc(N) ⊂ X
has dimension m < ∞ with a basis {c1, . . . , cm} (if there is no such C, then we would have
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we have
B(j,n; z) :=
m∑
i=1
p(i, j, n;N)ci → bj (z) in L2(C, ν) as n → ∞.
For each polynomial p and each ci ∈ C ⊂ X we have here [p(N)ci](z) ≡ p(z)ci ∈ C ⊂ X(z)
ν-a.e. on σk . Hence for every j = 1, . . . , k and for z ∈ σk ν-a.e. the vectors B(j,n; z) and bj (z)
can be considered as column vectors in the bases {b1(z), . . . , bk(z)}. Forming k × k matrices
B(n; z) and b(z) of both these families of columns, we obtain that in the norm of L2(C, ν),
hence for some subsequence ν-a.e. on σk
lim
n→∞ detB(n; z) = detb(z) ≡ 1.
Hence detB(n; z) = 0 if n is sufficiently large. It follows that m k, i.e. μ(N) d(N).
To prove the converse inequality, we may assume that d := d(N) < ∞. Then N =∑d
j=1 ⊕Nj , where [Njfj ](z) = zfj (z), fj ∈ L2(τj , ν), where τj is a Borel subset of σ(N)
for j = 1, . . . , d . These normal operators Nj are multiplications by the variable on L2 spaces of
scalar-valued functions, hence Theorem 3.1 yields μ(Nj ) = 1. It is easy to see that then
μ(N)
d∑
j=1
μ(Nj ) = d = d(N).
Hence μ(N) = d(N), and the proof is complete. 
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